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Acrylic paintings this page: (top left) “Twigs” by Emilee Hanlon; (top right) “Prism Violet” by Autumn Rivera; (bottom left) “Pip” by
Nichaela Cave; (bottom right) “I Can, You can, Toucan” by Alexis Tofil

Tempera on cardboard “Life and Death” by Autumn Rivera

Existence
The philosophy of time is as follows:
The past can not exist without the present
Because to have existed means that you once were existing,
But to exist does not mean that you will be existing.
This all means:
The past is the creator of the present and future.
The future is a derivation of the past and the present,
But the present, which is sure to create the memories of past,
does not always create a future.
One must learn that memories are just mental images that were taken at some point in time, at which he or she
was present.
But be warned that the farther you look,
the more distant the picture, and blurrier the image.
The closer something is, the easier it is to lose focus,
And the more deceptive it becomes.
Instead, stress not only about your past or future,
but also about your present.
Some people live 60 second lives,
finding cheap thrills before getting bored and looking for another,
while others spend their life waiting for their 60 seconds to live,
Resenting what could have been.
If you don't take advantage of what you have now in life,
you bear a great chance of losing it in the future.
Embrace life as you know it because in the future,
All that you might have to look back on would be the memories of your present.
The memories of your existence.
-By Emily Jane Berakah

Oil pastel paintings this page: (top left)“Xochitl” by Yvette Perez; (top right) “Orchid Blues” by Alissa Gonzalez; (lower left) ”Pink
Flower” by Cece Tucker; (lower right) “Pink Flower” by Rachel Hayes

Paper menagerie by M Valle

My Little Butterflies
The time has come and gone
You take a breath and you’re another year older
I don’t realize how fast it goes by
until I see my younger brothers
who once couldn’t even hold their head up
Now creating pictures, riding bikes, or even how they can now tell me stories of their day
I have watched these baby caterpillars turn into butterflies
With thoughts and feelings
That will continue to grow and change with each day

-By Bird Piché

Acrylic painting “Till Death Do Us Part” by Megan Levan

The Book of Life
We have realized that to live an illusion is to live a dream,
but to live in reality is to live a nightmare.
We craft multiple drafts,
writing people in and out of our lives.
Of course, with life as our partner,
we are never truly in complete control of it.
Every page holds a new adventure,
Every chapter is a new beginning.
The burden of our outcome is placed upon the shoulders of others.
From the outrageous optimists who lets our imagination run wild,
To pessimistic realist who keeps us grounded,
All characters contribute to our plot.
The words in life’s book aren't scribbles and marks inscribed in between lines.
They are every ounce of hate, love, grief, and euphoria ever experienced.
Obstacle present themselves as writer's block,
And the only thing that can free us is passion.
It is the gravity that keeps life's ink running down into the tip of its pen.
It bridges the gap between words and emotions.
No passion renders life insignificant.
No unforeseen plot twist, no cliché romance, no riveting characters.
Our book would lack colour and expression,
And for some would lead to depression.
Yet despite its unpredictability
Life bears an instability that we have come to realize is a necessity.
By Emily-Jane Berakah

Water color painting “Embrace Differences” by Brianna Vargas

Dear Who I Used to Be
Dear who i used to be,
do you remember?
Because i do.
I remember how we laughed, who we loved,
how we cried, what we thought and what we did.
You’re a part of me but I’m different now.
The girl you are isn’t who i am now. Now don’t think that i don’t love you and don’t still need
you.
I do, i love how much hope you have and how confident you are.
I need you to remind me that no matter how old we get I still love doing things you do and
much more.
I may not need you all the time but I will never forget you. Don’t worry about
people and what they think.
You. Are. Valid.
You deserve to be here and to be happy. I’ll always be here for you.
Sincerely, me.
-By Sami Gifford

My Island
No “E” short story
A bulky mass of luminous liquid was surrounding my limbs as I was surfboarding across a ravishing mass of
liquid. My surfboard looks as though it built a long narrow path along its mass. Its trail was attracting fish all
around, jumping and acting joyful. Moonlight lit up a gigantic school of fish, showing its colorful and vibrant
skin. My mouth coils up in joy as a banggai cardinalfish, void of color, with bright dark strips, jumps in front
of my surfboard. As its bright glow slowly swims back into its domain, my look is straightforward towards a
slow rising sun, out in a far bright sky. Its bright luminous glow igniting a stunning school around my surfboard, displaying tons of dazzling looking fish, all dashing away from unknown horror.
My island was looking as if its bass was crumbling. Out of its hollow mountain, black ash snuck out and
brought total horror to my thoughts. Its ash shot out with additional fury, warmth filling my surroundings.
Soon my suspicion of my mountain supping lava hit my sight. Its gaping mouth continuously shot gigantic
amounts of lava around. My body was cut short of all motion as its gigantic pool of lava ran down quickly,
with no sign of stopping. Lava was burning my island’s stunning habitat with its hot fury. My hut was soon too
stuck by its raging volcanic fury. Its mouth in no way stopping soon. My body was limp on my surfboard, as I
was drifting slowly towards my burning island. My island’s mountain was intact for a long span and its volca-

no has in no way shown signs of shooting out lava, but now that’s brought to pass. My limbs hit a rocky patch
by my hut as my lungs took in ash from all around. I was stuck with salt in my mouth as liquid pours out of my
lids, my hut was burning as my body hit my surfboard. My world as I know it has hit total rock bottom.
by Johnny Lov*land

Oil paintings: (left) “Sunset Landscape” by Angel Flores; (right) “Warm Sunset” by Bianca Rivera

Still life drawing (upper left) by Hannah Pawlak; watercolor and ink (upper right) “Painted Bird” by Autumn Rivera; watercolor and
ink (lower left) “Octopus Forest” by Angel Flores; watercolor painting (lower right ) “My Island I call Home” by Bianca Rivera

Acrylic paintings: (top left) “Foggy Woods ”by Shawn Milliman;
(bottom left) “In the Night” by Erica Rojas; (right) “Sakura” by
Ashley Russell

Acrylic painting (top right) “Landscape” by Ashley Russell; Acrylic
painting (bottom right) “A Day in the Life” by Alexis Tofil; oil
painting (left) “Colorful Landscape” by Shawn Milliman

I am
I am sophisticated and creative
I wonder about what is to come
I hear waves crashing
I see birds flying
I want to discover the world

I am sophisticated and creative
I pretend to be a dreamer
I feel happy
I touch the pebbles in the water
I worry about the future
I cry when I am hurt
I am sophisticated and creative
I understand that the world isn't what it is
said to be
I say dreams do come true
I dream about the future

I try and work hard
I hope to figure out who I want to be
I am sophisticated and creative

-By Stephanie Miller
Acrylic paintings: (top) “Under the Sea” by Neida Bautista;
(bottom) “Starry Night in Paradise” by Taurino Soto

The life of a fish
Swimming from top to bottom
Around in a circle for days on end
Hearing the muffled sounds of laughter and joy
coming from the people that brought you into their
home
Every time the long hand is on the 7 and the short
one on the 3
Having food be dropped as if being rained on
The life of a fish is that of one simple
They are beautiful creatures
Simple
Yet beautiful
-By Bird Piché

Watercolor paintings: (left) “Octopus Rainbow” by Megan Levan; (top) “Sea Turtle” by Cierra Vazquez; (bottom) “Tortuga” by
Jailene Cordero

Mixed Media Visual Journal pages: (top left) by Hannah Osar; (top right) by Shawn Milliman; (bottom left) by Brianna Vargas;
(bottom right ) by Emily Gawronski

Mixed Media Visual Journal pages: (top left) by Bianca Rivera; (top right) by Angel Flores; (bottom left) by Luis Otero; (bottom
right) by Emily Gawronski

Mixed media visual journal pages: Concept “What scares me; (upper left) “Small and Brave” by Bianca Rivera; (upper right) “Rebel”
by Brianna Vargas; (lower left) “Meat Eating Machine” by Luis Otero; (lower right) “Salem” by Ashley Russell

Mixed media visual journal pages: Concept “What scares me; (upper left) “Losing a Loved One” by Brianna Vargas; (upper right)
“Darkest Fears” by Gigi Parker; (lower left) “Falling” by Shawn Milliman; (lower right) “George the Spiders” by MH

Paper menageries this page: (top left) “Jeffrey” by Lauren Ross; (top right ) “Meer Kat” by Shawn Milliman; (bottom left) “Red
Panda” by Brianna Vargas; (bottom right) “Giraffe” by Sara Centner

Paper menageries this page: (top left) “Luminous Axolotl” by Cierra Vazquez; (top right) “Open Ocean” by Gigi Parker; (bottom
left) “Docile” by Autumn Rivera; (lower right) “Blue Jay” by Ashley Russell

Paper menageries this page: (top left) “Tiger” by Taylor Gotowka; (bottom left) “Just Gucci” by Megan Levan; (right) “Torn Tiger”
by Jasmine Ocasio

Paper menageries this page: (top right) “Fierce” by Angel Flores; (bottom right) “Ojos Azules” by Jailene Cordero oil pastel (Left)

by Isabella Marshall

Acrylic paintings: (upper left) “Bailey” by Taylor Gotowka; (upper right) “Leah” by Hannah Osar; (lower left) “Play Date” by Ana
Salgado; (lower right) “Winter Soldier” by Keishla Torres

Loyal and Sweet
I am loyal and sweet
I wonder what goes on in someone’s mind
I hear trumpets crying
I see a world in chaos
I want a family legacy
I am loyal and sweet
I pretend I can fly
I feel tension all around me
I touch the gift of life, a sweet little face
I worry of darkness

I cry when there is a struggle for life
I am loyal and sweet
I understand that no one is perfect
I say the sky is my limit
I dream of success
I try to challenge myself
I hope for a better future
I am loyal and sweet
-By Brisa Garcia

Watercolor painting (above) by Paola Rodriguez and graphite drawing (below) by Hannah Pawlak

Mixed media Journal page by Liliana Parker

Hard to Remember
Memories spark the yearning emotion
A flame never meant to be rekindled was
If only I could put out that flame
But your presence dowses the fading embers
Making them in to what they were before...
A fire
Now it is a fire that is afraid to grow into something
beautiful
One wrong move will put it out
Forever
-Anonymous

Digital Photography by Erick Vargas

You Will Know
When you truly love someone you’ll know.
Because even on the best day of your life when you are the happiest.
You’ll go home and talk to the one you love who’s had one of the worst days if not their worst.
And that’s when it hits you. You can’t talk to them about your perfect day when they are upset
and hurt and need you.
You won’t want to, you will let it wait.
Try to make them feel as good as you do because you love them and you will do anything to
see them happy.
That’s when it hits you. You truly love this person.
You will know.
-Anonymous

Digital Photography this page: (upper left, right and bottom left) by Erick Vargas; (bottom right) by Sulymar Ortiz

Digital photography this page: (upper left) by Michael DeLand; (upper right) by Jared Dejesus; (lower left) by Sulymar Ortiz;
(lower right) by Jared Dejesus

Love is a strange thing
I’m at a stop point
Scared & lost
Love is affection
Intense & deep
The break up was horrendous.
I didn’t want to hurt him.
It took forever to tell him
He was so sweet.
High school drama
Tears people apart.
My head is spinning
I don’t know what to feel.
@10:56 almost done
Love is a strange thing
-Anonymous

Visual journal page “Heart Break” by Jessica Beehler

I LOVE YOU
I love you is the world’s biggest lie. The most hurtful lie. The one thing that can tear you apart. “I love
you...” Do you really mean that? What is love anyways?
Love is terrible, it’s painful, it’s consuming, it’s the one fatal flaw of humankind.
Many disagree about that one. Because they either are in love or have never felt that feeling of love and the
heartbreak that follows it.
The phrase of I love you can easily turn into I hate you. It’s sick, a funny thing. Love.
It has the power to destroy you.
Everyone seems to have this fantasy that love is the most amazing feeling in the world, but really is love that
good?
Don’t get me wrong; it can feel amazing when you love someone. But usually it’s not all it’s cracked up to be.
You fall in love then something happens. Mistakes. Accidents. Something happens. And you get heart broken. All those memories with that person you love turn bitter,
Sadness takes over. The memories of all of your firsts with them, they turn into something you can’t get out of
your mind despite everything you try.
Love is a terrible yet amazing feeling.

- Anonymous

Etching with mixed media “Scared to Love” by José Gonzalez

You
When I think of You, I see only your innocence.
When I look at you, I Don’t see a religious barrier.
When I talk to you, I Know you’ll always me tell the truth.
When I hear you ask questions, I found out How much you want to know.
When I told you my feelings, I realized how Much you cared.
When you started getting distant, I thought it was my fault.
When you only wanted to text, I didn’t realize I would Miss your smile.
When you left without saying a word, I knew I had eventually given up on the last happy thing I had left.
You.
By Julia Reed

Digital photography by Erick Vargas

La Vie de Colour
We live in a painting
For most people it's black and white.
With our feelings left waning
Because with every struggle we are left to fight.
We start to lack and feel dead,
Queue the Black and Red.
Our trials and tribulations
are filled with cries of desperation.
We must simmer down until we are mellow,
Just like the golden sun-kiss of Yellow.
Our joys, our bristles with laughter
Because of the happiness from overcoming disaster.
That’s when the feelings start to sink.
We’re coated in Pink.
We are nurtured in care
Yet the loss of a loved one brings us to tears.
Now we’re feeling lower than the ground.
In sets the Brown.
Sometimes it’s easy to get lost,
And sometimes we are left out in the rain until we rust.
Choice is the only thing that sets us apart,
Because only we can decide when we turn back dust.
By Emily-Jane Berakah

Drawings: (above) “Planets of Dreams” by Cassidy
Macakanja; (right) “Eyes to the Sky” by Kioralys Colon

The Paintings are Watching
I stare at paintings
Paintings I will never finish
They often stare back
It's as if they know of the despair I feel when I create them
Or perhaps they know of the joy
The joy I feel rush through my body as the transfer of idea to canvas occurs
With each brush stroke a new emotion races through my head and heart
Stepping back to look at what I have created
Goosebumps cover my arms and legs
My skin begins to tingle
This is a feeling I have not yet figured out
It is more powerful than anything I know of
To feel like this forever would be unreal
To feel like this for a little bit is an honor
-By Bird Piché

Acrylic Painting by Ashley Russell

I am
I am determined
I am strong
I wonder what my future holds
I hear people cheering me on
I see the finish line
I want to be successful
I am determined
I am strong
I pretend I know what my future holds
I feel strong but sometimes lost
I touch my earnings from all of the hard work it took to be successful
I worry that I won’t achieve my goals
I cry thinking of a world without my grandmother
I am determined
I am strong
I understand life isn’t easy
I say everything happens for a reason
I dream of being an athletic trainer
I try to be the best ME I can be
I hope to become successful
I am determined
I am strong
-By Faith Rivera

My little black book
My little black book of secrets
that at any point could be opened.
Inscribed are forbidden leaflets,
Which are buried in something darker than a coven.
On each pages holds a list
Happiness, love, and grief.
These emotions that are meant to be brief.
Yet, they seem thicker than a spring morning’s mist.

My little black book filled with names.
Servants, knights, lords, and dames.
Each character used to play my games.
But now, I must close my little black book.
Oh, what a shame.
By Emily-Jane Berakah

Etching with mixed media: (upper left) “Heart Break” by Hannah Pawlak; (upper right) “Ashes to Ashes” by Z.Z; (lower right)
mixed media visual journal page “The Power of Fear” by Paola N Rodriguez Ortiz

Acrylic on cardboard: (top left) by Yvette Perez; (top right)
by Hannah Pawlak; (lower right) by Paola N. Rodriguez Ortiz

Untitled #6
Alone
But I am not
I am surrounded by people
Which drives me insane
Loneliness is more than being the only one in a room
It is being the only one in your head
The only one who can understand
How you can be happier than you’ve ever been yet still be really sad
It is being in a crowded room but hearing only the voices in your head
It is who I have become
It is who I am
-By Bird Piché

Who?
I look into this mirror
It is not my reflection I see
I'm not even sure what I am looking at these days
I have changed so much
The person I once was is almost just a memory
Every now and then I see the old me again
I see it in my eyes for my eyes never change
And when I look at my eyes it all floods back to me
It is then, when I realize I don't want to remember the
old me
And perhaps to flourish and grow as the new me
I need to continue
to forget
-By Bird Piché

Where Exactly Were You?
You are no longer present for me
From head to toe, no sign of you.
It feels like forever waiting
When will you knock on the door?
If that time ever comes
It will be already late
For that door is of wood and glass
But on the other side of that same door lies only you
For the rest of us continued life
You on the other hand, are left and forgotten in
memories.
Find yourself and ask yourself
"Was it really me who set the cards?"
"Who gave the final word?"
"Or was it you who played with fire
and got yourself burnt as stone?"
-By Brisa Garcia

Color pencil drawing (top left) “Owl” by Sam Smith, Acrylic
painting (top right) “Koi and Dragonfly” by Ashley Russell;
acrylic painting “Blue Orchids” by Alissa Moralez

Oil paintings this page: (upper left) by Erica Rojas; (upper right) “Willis” by Alexis Ruiz; (middle) by Miguel Sanchez; (lower “left)
“Chicana” by Ivonne Ortiz; (lower right) “Bonnie” by Bri Buchanan

A Tale Of Two Doves
Nine, one-two, one-five;
the special day my dreams came alive.
The beginning to a story filled with everlasting love,
created by the unification of two young doves.
Through faith, communication, and emotional
strength;
like turtle doves, soulmates will reach eternal lengths.
Even in times of anger, fear, and stress;
life with my dove is what makes me feel blessed.
An inspiration, a best friend, a partner for eternity;
is who my dove will always be.
With laughter, with joy, with promises always kept,

a lifelong team with him is one I’ll forever accept.
-By Colmari Garcia

Oil paintings this page: (upper left) “Brownie” by Yvette Perez; (middle) “poppy” by Olivia Manzella; (lower left) by Julia Fred;
(lower right) “Cookie” by Autumn Rivera

Curious Believer
I am a curious believer
I wonder why he is forgiving
I hear the waves crashing on the rocks
I see the stars falling upon us
I want the world to heal
I am a curious believer

I pretend that time will heal everything
I feel the earth under my feet
I touch the starry night from beneath the waters surface
I worry that people will forget me when I’m gone
I cry because I am on my own
I am a curious believer
I understand that I must speak the truth if I am to hear the
truth spoken
I say there has to be a reason why we are living in this
beautiful world
I know that my dreams will come true
I believe that humanity will walk through times path and
bring change to a better future
I hope that shooting stars are not just for dreamers
I am a curious believer

By Marjorie Barreto-Rios

Paper menageries: (upper right) by Makayla Yaklon; (middle) by Hannah Pawlak; (lower right) by Paola N. Rodriguez Ortiz

